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Hearing this, Bai Yi was already in tears, and said angrily: “When is it,

are you still so self-righteous? Kill them? Do you have no idea how

many catties you have?”

She was really to Lin Fan at this time. I was extremely disappointed.

That was the God of the Three Great Wars in China. Why did Lin Fan,

a little son-in-law, say to kill them?

Even now, if there were no such people as Dragon, Tiger and War God

to stop them, they would have been brutally attacked by the Huangfu

Family.

Fortunately now, the Dragon and Tiger God of War can resist the

Three Great Wars for a moment. At this time, Lin Fan didn’t want to

run away, but still arrogantly said that she would kill the Three Great

Wars. How could Bai Yi be angry?

This is simply a praying man’s arm as a car, overwhelmingly self-reliant!

Lin Fan couldn’t laugh or cry, but didn’t know how to explain to Bai Yi:

“My wife, I mean, I have a way to deal with them. You wait for me at

the door first, and I’ll come out soon!”

“I won’t go!”

Bai Yi Staring at Lin Fan, he said with a flat mouth.

Lin Fan had no choice but to stand up and begged: “Wife, you just

believe me this time, I’ll definitely go to you in a while.” With such a

look, Huang Fuxuan and the others sneered. This guy is really a soft

rice king, a wife slave. !

Bai Yi glanced at him deeply: “If you don’t come, I won’t go! You’re

looking for death, I’ll accompany you to die!”

Then, Zheng Honglian and others walked out of the room.

Such a terrifying coercion is simply not something ordinary people like

them can bear. If they continue to stay here, it is very likely that they

will bleed and die.

At this time, Huangfuxuan stared at Lin Fan with bitterness:

“Lin Fan, don’t die too fast, because I still want to play with your wife

fiercely in front of you, hahaha!”

Sima Hongrui also sneered: “Even if it’s me, facing the coercion of the

great masters, I can only retreat and want to watch the battle because

of your waste? It’s almost death!”

But at this time, Lin Fan smiled slyly and said: “When I push the door,

all of you will…”

“Kneel down!”

“Lead to death!!!”

What!

Huangfuxuan and others all changed their expressions, and then burst

into laughter.

“Let us kneel down collar dead, do you think God mad adults are

vegetarians do? Oh no, not so mad god to adults, you will die in this

waste under coercion large master! Ha ha ha!”

“Do not Take care of this idiot, since he wants to die, let him go, let’s

go!” The two families laughed loudly, with a deep disdain on their

faces, and didn’t even take Lin Fan’s threat to heart. on.

Then, a group of people left the meeting room.

At this time, after hearing Lin Fan’s conceited words, the three great

war gods had a deep disdain on their faces, and at the same time they

coldly looked at Lin Fan who was sitting back on the chair and still

facing them with his back.

“Ant, just because you want to watch the Great Master’s battle? You

don’t know whether you live or die!” The Demon Tu and War God

snorted coldly, murderously high.

Just now!

Lin Fan smiled slightly: “Grand Master? Can be destroyed by a finger!”

What!

The three war gods suddenly changed their expressions, and then a

fierce murderous intent suddenly appeared in his eyes, and he was

completely angered.

This rubbish, dare to despise them?

“Small miscellaneous pieces, you are looking for death!” The Demon

Tu and the God of War jumped like thunder, and the terrifying

coercion belonging to the great master was like a volcanic eruption,

surging in an instant.

Furious and domineering!

In the next instant, the Demon Tu and War God came out of the cage

like a fierce tiger, and when he grabbed it angrily, he grabbed Lin Fan

angrily, intending to completely wipe out this ignorant boy!

Simultaneously!

Outside!

Bai Yi and the others, after hearing the roar of the Demon Tu and War

God, immediately turned pale.

“Hahaha, Bai Yi, the Demon Slaughter God of War has taken action,

and your trash husband is dead!”

Huangfuxuan smiled happily, with a thick hideous look on his face!

Puff!

Hearing this, Bai Yi suddenly fell to his knees and cried hysterically:

“Lin Fan! Husband!”

However, at this moment!

Da Da Da…

bursts of dense footsteps sounded violently throughout the corridor.

ten people!

Fifty people!

One hundred people!

All were dressed in blood, with a strong murderous aura permeating

his body.

Their appearance directly made the entire corridor crowded.

“Blood Prison Legion!”

Seeing this scene, everyone suddenly numbed their scalp, and

everyone’s noise and laughter came to an abrupt end at this moment.

An invisible fear seemed to rippling instantly!

Then, under their horrified gaze, the hundreds of powerhouses in the

Blood Prison Legion immediately lined up on both sides.

At the end of the corridor, a majestic figure strode forward.

The loud sound of dong dong dong was endless, as if a giant mountain

was moving, almost suffocating everyone present.

Especially, his body was filled with a thick bloody atmosphere, it was as

if he was walking on a sea of   corpses.

Puff!

Puff!

In an instant, everyone present was frightened and paralyzed, and

incomparable fear appeared in their eyes.

“Blood…the mad god of blood hell!”
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